COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
This afternoon we'll trace rabbits' paths like rail junctions,
Mark hares moving in arcs behind the woods and hills,
Raise a startled pheasant to go whirring
Over the stubble like a heavy bomber.
We'll sit on the broken stones of some old house
Standing in its briar-invaded garden ...
"We'll have tea at an old inn
Standing beckoning at the roadside—
A kindly old lady, in a shawl, smiling at a gate,
With wood fires and small square windows, bright curtains,
And flowers in pots on window-sills.
One more night in the careless freedom of that room.
Perhaps we will not wake up ...
They have big farms in Warwickshire
And sloping lawns,
Gardens full of thick trees, lying stretched out
With their green legs dabbling in the Avon.
Perhaps next week we can go on the river,
Or lie all night
Amongst the clover in some Midland farm.
O God!  Tomorrow I go back.
It emerges as a fact interesting to me in this scrutiny of past
happiness, how my own childhood, that period of innocence and
so forth, does not really provide much of it. Too many pro-
hibitions. For instance, I was never allowed to keep a dog. After
I married and lived in Italy, in a cottage on top of a hill with
terraces of orange-trees and lemon-trees and fig-trees, a steep
mule-track down to an incredibly violet sea, we kept seven dogs;
and we could gather ripe figs that had been stroked by the sun,
and eat them after bathing but before lunch, because I was now
past die age of don't and mustn't. These were indolent and happy
moments, better than childhood, because freer.
The coast of Cornwall has always brought me mysterious
happiness. It was, in fact, "my place" all through my twenties.
The world came right direcdy I was in Cornwall. In the coves,
the sea lay like dear green glass, deepening to velvety bottle-green
away towards the horizon where lay islands of purple shadow
I lay and watched it; I snuffed it sensuously; I heard die crash
of its orchestra swinging into the caves and lagoons, filling them,
lazily swaying the seaweed, swelling back to leave them empty
again. The air was sharp and salty, and the sea-thrift smelt like
heaven. And I learned how to climb and balance myself in rock
territory, and that, too, was being made free of a new kingdom,
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